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Article's Information

Abstract

Corruption is a problem that is detrimental to state finances. The magnitude of the handling of corruption cases and the handling of the investigation process to execution will not be comparable if the corruption has a slight state loss. Unlike the punishing justice method with the current developments, it makes legal decisions on state losses with the restorative justice method against minor corruption crimes. Using the juridical-normative method, the authors look for available data on the mechanism and its implementation and the implementation of restorative justice by the High Court in the Lampung Province Regions. This research's problem is criminalizing corruption from the perspective of restorative justice and how an advocate can apply the concept of restorative justice to corruption in minors in the Lampung area. The results show that Restorative justice is an alternative for resolving corruption cases because it provides a comprehensive and effective solution for retributive justice needs to fulfill the goal, namely the non-optimal return of state financial losses. The concept of state restorative justice as a public representative is realized only to punish the perpetrators (retributive justice).
A. Introduction

The term restorative justice is a foreign term that has only been known in Indonesia since the 1960s era with Restorative Justice. In some developed countries, restorative justice is not just a discourse of criminal law academics and criminology. In North America, Australia, and several European countries, restorative justice has been applied in the conventional criminal justice stage, starting from the investigation stage, prosecution adjudication, and execution stage.\(^1\) It should bring the offender to understand that their behavior is unacceptable and has some real consequences for the victim and community\(^2\). Restorative justice is a settlement process outside the criminal justice system by involving victims, perpetrators, families of victims and perpetrators, the community, and parties interested in a crime that occurred to reach an agreement.\(^3\)

The law regulates what must be done and what is allowed to be conducted and which is prohibited. Destination law is not only for those who act against the law but legal actions which make it possible for state equipment to Act according to the law which there is. System work law which thereby forms enforcement law.\(^4\) As an embodiment of law idealism, the Public looks for justice and naturally hopes to get a fair decision for perpetrator crime. In enforcement, Criminal law in Indonesia is implemented in a system called the Criminal Justice System. Marjon stated that "with criminal Justice System is a system control crime which consists from institutions police, attorney, court, and correctional convict." \(^5\)

Progress in people's lives and changing conditions Social media has a negative impact, especially concerning increased crime. One of the crimes that can be said to be phenomenal enough is problem corruption.\(^6\) Norms eradication act criminal corruption must formulate with the base which strong in implementation from side juridical, philosophical and sociological.

The norms of eradicating corruption in Indonesia are still implementing retribution justice to punish the perpetrators.\(^7\) In the context of corruption, the philosophy and theory of punishment, which is heavily influenced by the flow of retributive justice, is no longer relevant to the main objective of the law to eradicate corruption in Indonesia, namely to focus on protecting state assets or assets. Legal interests to be protected are state finances\(^8\). By that, sentencing perpetrator corruption excluded from destination anything other than retaliatory
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purposes. The principles of retributive justice put forward sentencing perpetrator corruption compared to focus on recovery consequence crime. In Chapter 4, corruption states that "return loss finance country no abolishing a crime against someone as a criminal corruption." Kant and Hegel state that "view Law is directed to the past (backward-looking), not to the future front as characteristic typical theory retributive justice".

Restorative justice has the meaning of restoring justice. Restoration includes restoring the relationship between the victim and the perpetrator. Restoration of this relationship can be based on a mutual agreement between the victim and the perpetrator. The victim can convey the loss he has suffered, and the perpetrator can compensate for it through compensation mechanisms, peace, social work, or other agreements.

Law international has an open opportunity for all countries to complete case corruption through justice restorative in return assets for replacing loss finance country consequence corruption. Through United Nations Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC), signed by 133 countries, The United Nations obliges Member States to respond immediately to the existing Convention, especially those related to asset recovery. According to Wright stated, "The concept of justice restorative on basic simple, size justice no again based on retribution from the victim to the perpetrator (whether physical, psychological or punishment), but the painful act healed by providing support to victims and require perpetrator for responsible with help family and society when needed ".

The Public Prosecutor has the authority to close cases for legal purposes, one of which is because there has been an out-of-court settlement or an adorning buiten process as regulated in Article 3 paragraph (2) letter e Perja Number 15 of 2020. The Attorney General's regulation is in Article 3 paragraph (3 There is a provision if you want to settle a case out of court for certain criminal acts with a maximum fine being paid voluntarily or there has been a restoration of the original situation through restorative justice. The prosecutor as, Dominus Litisatau, or as a "case controller," can determine the urgency of the course of a case by considering whether they can settle the case out of court by referring to Perja Number 15 of 2020. This study's novelty is applying the concept of restorative justice in the settlement of criminal acts of corruption with a comparison of restorative justice methods in other countries in returning state losses.

Responding to Thing the, Indonesia, through Apparatus enforcer Law, started to accommodate the concept of restorative justice by issuing a Circular Letter of the Deputy Attorney General for Special Crimes Number: B-113/F/Fd.1/05/2010, Circular Letter of the Attorney General of the Republic of Indonesia Number: B- 765/F/Fd.1/04/2018 and Attorney
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General Regulation No. 15 the Year 2020 concerning Termination of Prosecution Based on Restorative Justice. So, the problem in this discussion can be formulated as follows. First, how is the concept of sentencing perpetrators of corruption in the perspective of restorative justice? And Second, how can an attorney apply the concept of restorative justice against corruption in the number of minors in region Lampung? In the study, this writer uses a method study with norm law Juridical normative. 15I A study of this base substance law on sources law that uses norm or rule law, regulation legislation which apply, theories, doctrine law from a para expert, jurisprudence, and materials literature.

B. Discussion

1. Approach to the Concept of Restorative Justice in Sentencing Corruption Perpetrators

Even though said as old as civilization man effort countermeasures crimes through criminal justice and corporal punishment against perpetrator crime is Street which most classic. In philosophical context, crime and punishment are referred to as "older"philosophy of crime control".16Given the historical background of sentencing or penalty criminal, which condition with an explanation about treatment that is considered cruel and excessive according to the standard moment this, policy sentencing many questionable.17 Even Smith and Hogan call it "a relics of barbarism.". 18With the development of the life and civilization of human beings, the application of criminal sanctions to revoke independence turns out to be more harmful than positive. Negative aspects resulting from the imposition of sanctions on the revocation of independence include dehumanization, prisonization, and stigmatization.19 Besides that, another negative aspect is that para enforcer law needs a long time to resolve a corruption case. A budget country must issue effort physical punishment rather than focus on recovering the consequences of corruption. Whereas in many things, corruption, consequence The adverse effects caused by corruption cases are more essential to be corrected than rob independence perpetrator and by practice, state financial losses are not fully recovered. One of the solutions from Thing the with apply restorative justice.

Justice restorative is an alternative general for dealing with unlawful acts in various parts of the world because it gives a comprehensive and practical solution.20 According to John O. Haley, "restorative justice exists for answer failure from destination sentencing with retribution/judgment." 21 So far, the retributive justice approach in a criminal act of corruption cannot fulfill the intended purpose of achieving a shaper Constitution to reach a refund of state finances less than optimal.22 With applied retributive justice, the perpetrator act of criminal corruption precisely will be a more harmful country because a finance country that has been corrupted no could be returned ultimately and takes too long a judicial process. The state must Secrete money to maintain convict case corruption in prison. This, of course, adds to the burden on the country.

15Satjipto Rahardjo, Hukum dan masyarakat (Angkasa, 1980).
19Muladi dan Barda Nawawi Arief, Teori-Teori Dan Kebijakan Pidana, Bandung:Alumni, 1984, hlm. 77-78
Policy restorative justice usually concerns the development of return connection among victims like the beginning. Recovery connection between perpetrator and victim could be achieved by agreement between the two parties. This thinking is conducted in several countries looking at the approach to justice treatment, which emphasizes compensation for loss caused by crime or related to crime as a concept following the goal of eradicating corruption in Indonesia.

This approach is being adopted and has shown promising results significantly. The Netherlands, for example, is considered the most prosperous country in Indonesia in implementing restorative justice, especially regarding follow Criminal Corruption. As a result, Dutch occupied a rating of 8th of 176 countries in the year 2016 based on the Corruption Perception Index (CIP). The Dutch Criminal Code has come into force since 1921, and there is an out-of-court institution called the transaction system, and no known criminal law applies in Indonesia now. This shows that an approach to restorative justice could lower the number of crimes, specifically in the field of corruption, and also could repair corruption's consequences.

Apart from the Netherlands, other developed countries such as the United States and China have considered adopting effective and efficient methods in dealing with corruption cases. Countries make a recovery from criminal acts as prime remedium and impose sanctions to revoke independence from corruption as an ultimum remedium. Restorative justice of several regulations has been widely translated. However, points The highlights of this rule are:

a. There are several countries, such as Canada, Finland, Bulgaria, Australia, Belgium, and Ghanaian, that have mentioned the concept of mediation to open opportunities for solving crimes out of court.

b. Several countries, such as England, New Zealand, and Africa South, are part of the sentencing system.

From the description in on, restorative justice is a mechanism handling case criminal outside the criminal justice system and gives rise to new criminal sanctions that are different from the procedure criminal conventional, which was known during this.

2. Application of Restorative Justice Against Corruption Perpetrators in Indonesia Region Lampung High Court

The restorative justice approach procedure is carried out following guidelines so that transfer of criminal prosecution procedures outside the procedure court criminal comes true and is solved with process discussion. Could solve all cases through discussion, which aims

to reach balance or recovery circumstances. According to Tony F. Marshall state "Restorative justice is a process whereby all the parties with a stake in a particular offense come together resolve collectively how to deal with the aftermath of the offense and its implications for the futures." Restorative justice is a process in which all parties which interested with violation certain gather for determine how to resolve the consequences of the violation for the sake of profit in Century future).

In solution act criminal corruption with loss country which small use approach justice restorative on generally are at the stage of investigation and investigation only where the investigation is "a series of investigative actions" for look for and find something incident which suspected as act criminal To use determine could or whether or not conducted the investigation." While the investigation is "a series of actions" investigators to seek and collect evidence that occurred and to find the suspect." If there is no agreement for complete case corruption staged investigation, then the prosecution process will continue. As for the scheme solution act, criminal corruption like below this:

![Diagram]

Taking this into account, the Attorney General is given the authority to issue policies to their staff regarding policies carried out by the Prosecutor's Office, signing the Scope of regional law attorney Tall Lampung to apply justice restorative through the concept of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR). Corruption cases declared Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR).
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Resolution (ADR) by the Bandar Lampung District Attorney based on the Letter of Circular prosecutor significant Number B-1113/F/Fd.1/05/2010, Prioritizing the sense of community justice with the awareness of the perpetrator's corruption return loss finance country, Thing the is a settlement process that is outside the provisions program appropriate criminal justice with law Indonesia

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is implemented by bringing together victims and perpetrators. After met by, they conducted mediation and achieved a peace agreement. If peace is reached, then corruption cases minor is declared over and will not proceed to the judicial process criminal. But only some things can be solved through the concept of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) because can only use alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) can only use alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) for the type of corruption that belong to small under Rp 300,000,000 (three hundred million rupiahs). Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is not accommodated in the law but is a form of discretion used for completing something case.30

It is necessary to know the state budget for the settlement of one case of corruption starting from investigation, investigation, prosecution, the judge, and execution that is as big as Rp 200,000,000,- (two hundred million rupiah). This is not comparable to a corruption case small if solved without a method of restorative justice. There is several case act criminal corruption in region attorney Tall Lampung which were solved through justice treatment as follows:

1) The Tanggamus District Prosecutor's Office implements the therapeutic method of justice in the year 2019. Is 1 (one) case with a score loss finance country as big as Rp 15,000,000,- (five mercy million rupiahs);
2) attorney Country Pringsewu doing 3 (three) case restorative justice, if the total is as big as Rp. 500,000,000,- (five hundred million rupiah);
3) Djamaludin (Dj), with case guess deviation, funded regional project 1,000 Certificates with a loss of Rp 14,000,000 (four twelve million rupiahs) and carried out restorative justice.
4) to ratify with a loss of Rp. 109,000,000 (One Hundred and Nine Million Rupiah) conducted restorative justice.
5) Masruf Basri (MB) with the alleged misappropriation of funds BUMD with a loss of Rp. 165,000,000 (one hundred and sixty-five million rupiahs) is carried out through restorative justice.

Before implementing the concept of restorative justice, the state, as the representative public, realized only punishing perpetrators (retributive justice) for giving effect deterrent rehabilitated, but this has not been able to touch the interest eradication act criminal corruption, that is, return loss finance country. For that system, Justice criminals who like that must put forward the interested Public so that no one always must blame and punish. Because with If the perpetrator is imprisoned, then the case is over. The novelty of this research is about the concept of restorative justice in criminalizing corruption perpetrators, which is an alternative, and the application of restorative justice in the district attorney's office in Lampung in solving corruption crimes with small state losses.

C. Conclusion

Based on the discussion in the study, the writer concludes that the concept of restorative justice is an alternative solution to case corruption because it gives a comprehensive and practical solution. With the existence of Letter Circular prosecutor Agung Muda for Special Crimes Number: B-113/F/Fd.1/05/2010 and Letter Circular prosecutor significant RI Number: B-765/F/Fd.1/04/2018, the application of restorative justice can be carried out well in the Lampung High Prosecutor's Office with several cases which are resolved. But some minor corruption cases cannot be solved through restorative justice; things are different from Budget country for solving one corruption case. Due to retributive justice being unable to meet the goal of not optimal returns loss finance country.

Suggestion

Based on the explanation of the problem, the author has suggestions which, with still lack of implementation of justice restorative in solution case corruption, big hope later solution case through restorative justice could more put forward by formulating a regulation that contains procedures implementation of restorative justice case corruption small, medium and tall by detail, so that clarify implementation and can be a frame in the handling process case corruption.
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